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ABSTRACT
We present our vision and key research directions for next gen-
eration audio and speech-sensing systems, to make them robust
against variabilities in sensing hardware and operating conditions.
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1 VISION
In the last few years, audio has emerged as a promising modality for
personal [2], social [5] and community-level sensing [9]. This has
been made possible by the advancements in sensing hardware as
well as the computational models which process raw audio to infer
user contexts [3]. For example, it is now straightforward to create a
custom hardware device [1] similar to Amazon Echo by connecting
an off-the-shelf low-cost microphone with an embedded platform
such as Raspberry Pi, and using local or cloud-based models to
build audio-sensing applications.
The next grand challenge would be to take audio-sensing sys-
tems outside the lab and make them work robustly on millions of
devices in-the-wild. This in turn would enable application develop-
ers to combine audio with other sensing modalities (e.g., motion,
vision) to extract much richer contextual information about user be-
havior than what is possible today. We envision two major research
challenges in this aspect as shown in Figure 1.
Audio Domain Adaptation. Current audio-based computational
models are prone to failure when they are deployed with unseen
microphone hardware[4], in new acoustic environments [7], or
when they encounter a new class of speakers [8] – thereby severing
limiting their widespread adoption. A fundamental reason for poor
robustness of audio models is the mismatch between their training
and deployment conditions. The aforementioned real-world vari-
abilities cause the distribution of the test data to differ from the
training data (also referred to as domain shift), which leads to poor
generalization of the ML models. Domain Adaptation has been an
emerging topic of research in the vision community with the goal
of minimizing domain shift, and we believe that developing domain
adaptation techniques for audio sensing models could improve their
robustness in real-world situations.
Lifelong Learning for Audio Models. Personalization of audio
models to a target user’s preferences and operating conditions (e.g.,
ambient noise profile of their surroundings) would be critical for
their success. For instance, general-purpose keyword detection
models are trained for a large number of classes, however a given
user may be interested in detecting a small subset of the keywords.
Moreover, user preferences and operating conditions may also vary
over time. A such, it is imperative for audio models to learn from
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their mistakes or refine their knowledge over time. In this regard,
research on topics such as continuous learning and model person-
alization [6] would be particularly useful.
2 PROGRESS
We are exploring both data-level and feature-level alignment tech-
niques for audio domain adaptation. Currently, we have proposed
a generative modeling solution (based on CycleGANs) which can
reduce microphone-induced domain shift in speech systems using
unlabeled data. There are however a number of open-research ques-
tions from a systems perspective: (a) will domain adaptation and
continuous learning updates to the model take place centrally on
the cloud, or can they be done locally on-device in a privacy pre-
serving manner? (b) what are the best ways to acquire and possible
label the sensing data from the end-users? (c) can the solutions
to these problems generalize to multiple audio sensing tasks? We
hope to discuss these challenges at the workshop.
Figure 1: Vision for on-device domain adaptation and per-
sonalization of audio models.
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